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Napatech Accelerator vs Standard Server NIC
Packet Capture Capabilitites

Capability Benefit

API DPDK NTAPI

Packet capture performance (*)

Throughput for 2x10G

64 byte packets 19.6G 20G Full capture for any packet size using Napatech accelerator

160 byte packets 20G 20G

1400 byte packets 20G 20G

CPU load (one core) for 2x10G

64 byte packets 100% 19% Reduced CPU load using Napatech accelerator

160 byte packets 94% 16%

1400 byte packets 38% 5%

Packet buffering and delivery

Packet delivery interface X X

Batch (segement) delivery interface X Large memory buffers with thousands of packets located back 

to back enables high CPU cache performance and efficient 

application processing

Packet burst buffer (4 GB) X
On-board memory for buffering of Ethernet frames assures 

delivery of data, even when there is congestion due to the PCI 

interface, the server platform or the application

Receive queues 64 128 Larger number of receive queues enables utilization of more 

powerful multi-core server platforms

Data selection features

Filtering X

Slicing X

De-duplication X

Acceleration features

Multi-port packet merge in hardware X
Upstream and downstream packets delivered to application in 

one stream in exactly same order as captured on the link

Receive Side Scaling (RSS) support

2-tupple and 5-tupple load distribution

X X CPU load distribution based on IP adresses, port numbers and 

protocol types

Custom filter based 5-tupple load distribution X Enables effective CPU load distribution even in network 

scenarios with few IP addresses

GTP, IP-in-IP, GRE and NVGRE tunneling protocols X Efficient receive Side Scaling (RSS) support for analysis of 

tunneled traffic, based on inner IP header (subscriber IP 

addresses).  Typically used for analysis in mobile telecom 

networks

IP fragment handling X
Accelerates processing of fragmented IP traffic in tunneled and 

non-tunneled network scenarios. IP fragmentation is typically 

seen in telecom networks in relation to GTP tunneled traffic.

Frame and protocol information in packet descriptor, 

including coloring based on filter criteria

X Protocol decoding in HW accelerates packet processing

Local retransmit between network adapter ports, 

controlled by filter criteria

X Traffic distribution to other appliances without need for 

expensive distribution switches

Time precision

4 ns receive time stamp X High precision latency measurements for Quality of Service 

Assurance

High precision correlation of messages

Time stamp controlled transmit X Replay traffic exactly as received, based on nanosecond 

timestamp

IEEE1588, PPS and OS time synchronization X Accurate correlation of time between different measurement 

points

Statistics

RMON statistics, register access X

RMON statistics, DMA transfer X Consistent counter sets accross all ports

DMA transfer offloads application processing

Advanced statitistics, DMA transfer X Detailed statisitics, including error conditions

Standard Server NIC Napatech Accelerator

Offload application processing, reduce memory and disk space 

consumption

(*) A minimal receive application, simply touching each packet, was used to measure packet capture 

performance for an Intel X710 server network adapter and an Napatech NT20E3-2 accelerator. DPDK, which is 

the best performing API available for Intel network adapters, was used for the Intel X710. Napatech segment 

API was used for the Napatech NT20E3-2. Both solutions utilize zero copy capability.
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